
Five couples are on a date night. Each couple is drinking wine and eating pasta. Find out how long they have been dating and

what they are eating and drinking.

Flower: blue, pink, purple, red, white

Boyfriend: Andrew, Barry, Daniel, Jerry, Scott

Girlfriend: Ann, Donna, Kristen, Laura, Rose

Relationship: 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, 5 years, 6 years

Pasta: fettuccine, lasagne, ravioli, rigatoni, spaghetti

Wine: Argentine, Chilean, French, Italian, Spanish

The couple drinking French wine is exactly to the left

of the couple who has been dating for 3 years.

At one of the ends is the table that has the Red �ower.

Laura is exactly to the left of the couple who is eating

Rigatoni.

Daniel is exactly to the right of the couple drinking

Italian wine.

Donna is sitting somewhere between the couple that

has been dating for 6 years and Ann, in that order.

Laura is exactly to the right of the couple eating

Spaghetti.

The White �ower's table is somewhere to the left of the

couple that is eating Fettuccine.

Barry is somewhere between the table that has the

Pink �ower and Andrew, in that order.

At one of the ends is the couple that has been dating for

2 years.

Rose and his boyfriend are eating Rigatoni.

Andrew is next to the couple who has been dating for 5

years.

The table that has the White �ower is somewhere to the

left of the couple drinking Spanish wine.

The couples eating Spaghetti and Fettuccine are next to

each other.

At the second position is the couple eating Lasagne.

The couple that has been dating for 6 years is at the

table that has the Pink �ower.

Scott's table is somewhere to the right of the table that

has the Purple �ower.

The couple eating Rigatoni is at one of the ends.

The couple that has been dating for 4 years is next to

the table that has the Pink �ower.

The couple drinking Spanish wine is somewhere

between Kristen and the couple drinking Chilean wine,

in that order.

The couple drinking Italian wine is somewhere to the

left of the couple that has been dating for 3 years.

Laura is exactly to the left of the couple drinking

Argentine wine.
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Five couples are on a date night. Each couple is drinking wine and eating pasta. Find out how long they have been dating and

what they are eating and drinking.

Flower: blue, pink, purple, red, white

Boyfriend: Andrew, Barry, Daniel, Jerry, Scott

Girlfriend: Ann, Donna, Kristen, Laura, Rose

Relationship: 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, 5 years, 6 years

Pasta: fettuccine, lasagne, ravioli, rigatoni, spaghetti

Wine: Argentine, Chilean, French, Italian, Spanish

The couple drinking French wine is exactly to the left

of the couple who has been dating for 3 years.

At one of the ends is the table that has the Red �ower.

Laura is exactly to the left of the couple who is eating

Rigatoni.

Daniel is exactly to the right of the couple drinking

Italian wine.

Donna is sitting somewhere between the couple that

has been dating for 6 years and Ann, in that order.

Laura is exactly to the right of the couple eating

Spaghetti.

The White �ower's table is somewhere to the left of the

couple that is eating Fettuccine.

Barry is somewhere between the table that has the

Pink �ower and Andrew, in that order.

At one of the ends is the couple that has been dating for

2 years.

Rose and his boyfriend are eating Rigatoni.

Andrew is next to the couple who has been dating for 5

years.

The table that has the White �ower is somewhere to the

left of the couple drinking Spanish wine.

The couples eating Spaghetti and Fettuccine are next to

each other.

At the second position is the couple eating Lasagne.

The couple that has been dating for 6 years is at the

table that has the Pink �ower.

Scott's table is somewhere to the right of the table that

has the Purple �ower.

The couple eating Rigatoni is at one of the ends.

The couple that has been dating for 4 years is next to

the table that has the Pink �ower.

The couple drinking Spanish wine is somewhere

between Kristen and the couple drinking Chilean wine,

in that order.

The couple drinking Italian wine is somewhere to the

left of the couple that has been dating for 3 years.

Laura is exactly to the left of the couple drinking

Argentine wine.
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Table #1 Table #2 Table #3 Table #4 Table #5

Flower pink whi�� purp�� bl�� ��d

Boyfriend Jerry Dan��l Barry Sco�� And��w

Girlfriend Kris��n Donna Ann Laura Ro��

Relationship 6 years 4 years 3 years 5 years 2 years

Pasta ravioli lasag�� spag����i fe��ucci�� rigatoni

Wine It��ian F��nch Spanish Ch��ean Argenti��
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